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Video #07 – 1/8:  

The Perfect B2B Marketing Strategy for CEOs 

 

00:00:00:04  Hi. If you're a Managing Director, CEO or entrepreneur. You know that the 
buck stops with you! Irrespective of you having a sales team or a marketing 
team. If new business doesn't come in it's still your problem. If you recognize 
this. You are definitely going to want to watch the rest of this video.   

00:00:32:20  SalesXchange has created three spectacular integrated marketing strategies, 
the first of which is about exposure. We all know that we need exposure, we 
need to reach out to new customers. So the first thing we have is called Social 
3 3 4 It's very simple. Publish. Three items, three times a day, over four 
weeks! And repeat... The difference with this, it’s not about having a massive 
team to produce all this constant  

00:01:03:03  information every day, you do it in advance! So that's the first thing, want to 
find out more information download our brochure... Once you've reached out 
to your customers and your prospects the next part is Launch... But it's not 
about launching a new product It's about launching you to your new 
prospective customers. The best way of doing that is show them some love. 
Show them a bit of hospitality. Buy them lunch... We have a whole structure 
and strategy and methodology about approaching  

00:01:34:08  that in the best way. So that salesXchange Launch... And finally, we've got 
salesXchange Syndicates. We bring five businesses together... That don't 
compete with each other, but sell the same audience... We then do all the 
marketing, All the marketing automation, all the content and organize two 
events every year.   

00:01:56:03  The net result of this almost overnight, you increase your exposure to new 
business by 400 percent. So if these are things that you're interested in, 
download these brochures that's Social 3 3 4, salesXchange Launch and 
salesXchange Syndicates. These are the three documents we've got available 
to you to download, download them now and let's talk in the future, bye for 
now...  


